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Coming Soon Mega-Prompt Will Launch Letter Storm
Silver Spring, Maryland, June 19, 2014 – Mega-Prompt, a mobile app developer and publisher,
announces the pending release of Letter Storm in early July. The initial release will be the iOS version
with the Android version released shortly thereafter. Both versions will be available free of charge.
Letter Storm is an exciting word game from the creators of Mega Bee and Bunny Dash. In Letter Storm,

you race against the clock to assemble words as letter tiles rain down onto the screen. Every level
from one through forty-eight challenges you to complete a new task before you can move to the
next one. This game is a true test of how quickly your mind functions under pressure. Play
through new obstacles as you encounter tiles that freeze time or explode. Software Developer
Zach Feinberg added, “I’m excited for people to get a chance to try Letter Storm. We’ve worked
hard to make it a game that we think people will really love playing.”
Letter Storm features:









Over 170,000 word dictionary
Forty-eight challenging levels with more to come!
A variety of fun objectives including:
o Race against time
o Clear the screen
o Accumulate tons of points
Three challenging modes to play in, and Easy mode for passing difficult levels
Three upgradable types of power ups
Online leaderboards so you can see how you compare

Mega-Prompt President, Rodney Wildermuth said, “We are excited about the release of Letter

Storm. Everyone who has played it has found it challenging and engaging.”

About Mega-Prompt

Mega-Prompt is a new mobile app development, marketing and publishing company. It is part of
the Dynaxys family, a woman-owned small business that delivers mobile applications, software,
hosting and accounting solutions to government, commercial and non-profit clients. More
information can be found at www.mega-prompt.com. Follow us on Twitter @megaprompt and
like us on Facebook.
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